
65-69 Holmes Road - First Working Group Meeting Minutes 

 

PROJECT: Student Accommodation - 65/69 Holmes Road 

 

HELD AT: 4pm 12th December2016 at Collège Français Bilingue de Londres ,87 Holmes Road, 
London NW5 3AX 
 

SUBJECT: First Meeting of the Working Group for 65-69 Holmes Road 

 

PRESENT: 
 

 
 

 
London Borough of Camden:   
- Shahida Sanessie (Planning Office) 
- Meric Apak (Councillor) 
 
IARA Representatives:  
- Debby Hyams (Chair, IARA)  
- Bridget McConnell (Cathcart Street) 
- Jonathan Bradley (Willes Road) 
- Judith Leeb (Holmes Road) 
 
CFBL Representatives:  
- Tony O’Grady 
- Baptiste Mercier 
 
Project Representatives:  
- Andrew Bacon (AB / Client’s Representative) 
- Jonathan Crabb (JC / AECOM - Transport Consultant) 
- Abby Bennet (AECOM - Transport Consultant) 
- Martin Lamont (ML / BBS - Health and Safety Advisor) 
- Simon Hikmet (Construction Manager) 
- David Dolan (Liaison Officer) 
- PJ Connolly (Demolition – Excavation Contractor) 
- Chi Tang (CT / Contemporary Design Solutions - Project Architect) 
- Mariano Garcia (Contemporary Design Solutions - Architect / Minute Taker) 
 

 
 

 

 

 



1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Andrew Bacon provided a brief history of Hallmark Property Group and prior experience in 

relation to the Holmes Road Project. He asked for cooperation between Council, Residents, 

School and the construction team. 

2 TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE WORKING GROUP     

                        

2.1 Andrew Bacon explained that the Working Group is convened in accordance with the planning 

agreement for the development to facilitate a consultation with the local community in respect 

of matters relating to the Construction works. 

 

2.2 Andrew Bacon summarised the terms of reference for the Working Group.   

 

2.3 Debby Hyams from IARA stated that they would like to have a total of six people as previously 

discussed with Camden Council.  

 

2.4 Andrew Bacon recommended keeping to the terms of reference of the Working Group in 

accordance with the planning agreement, but that the owners would not object to additional 

representatives attending the meetings. 

 

2.5 Simon Hikmet agreed to send a representative Designated Contractors Limited to attend to a 

meeting on CFBL to explain the construction process to pupils and parents as the main 

contractor. 

 

2.6 Andrew Bacon named Simon Hikmet from Designated Contractors Limited as the main contact 

for residents during the construction process and confirmed that Simon will appoint the site 

construction manager as the Liaison Office and circulate full contact details.  It was confirmed 

that contact details will be displayed on site hoarding.  

 

2.7 Andrew Bacon continued explaining the working methods for the Working Group and confirmed 

that the meetings will take place at least once every fourth months during the Construction 

Phase. 

 

2.8 It was agreed to circulate meeting minutes within the following 10 days of the meeting. 

 

2.9 Shahida Sanessie exposed that the most important thing during these meetings will be the 

effective communication between the different parts in order to mitigate the concerns raised by 

local residents and business in order to mitigate the concerns raised by local residents and 

business 

 

 

 



3 PRESENTATION OF SCHEME 
 

3.1 Chi Tang Project Architect from Contemporary Design Solutions presented the approved scheme 

to the Working Group. This included: 

 

- General layout of the scheme; 

- General view of the scheme and how it integrates with the existing 

surroundings; 

- Construction Management Plan overview and Construction Phasing; 

 

3.2 Concerns were raised regarding Phase 5 and the necessity to close Cathcart Street for a period 

of time. Contractor to assess the program to look at accommodating phase 5 during school 

holidays to mitigate the impact of this phase. 

 

3.3 Shahida Sanessie reiterated that the construction vehicle movements will be restricted to  

9.30am  to 3.00pm during School periods and 9.30am  to 4.00pm outside School terms. 

 

4 PRESENTATION OF THE CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 
 

4.1 Jonathan Crabb from AECOM (Traffic Consultant for the projects) presented the proposed 

Construction Management Plan to the Working Group. This included: 

 

- ROUTING OPTION 1: Vehicles turning at the Willies Road/Spring Place 

Junction. 

 

- ROUTING OPTION 2: Left turn from Holmes Road into Willes Road, towards 

Prince of Wales Road; 

- ROUTING OPTION 3: Turn around at the site by reversing into Cathcart Street. 

 

4.2 Johnathan Bradley suggested an alternative option whereby vehicles could reverse back up 

Holmes Road and using the road outside Unite Student Accommodation as a turning point. It was 

highlighted by PJ Connolly and David Dolan that for health and safety reasons reversing large 

vehicles back Holmes Road was not advisable and would cause traffic problems. 

 

4.3 Suggestion was made by residents that subsidence could be cause by large vehicles driving 

through small residential streets. Designated Contractors Limited explained that roads are 

designed and statutory controls are in place to mitigate damage. Ultimately the intention is not 

to use the residential streets for construction traffic wherever possible. 

 



 

5 COMMENTS / QUERIES FROM RESIDENTS REPRESENTATIVES    
 

5.1 Residents explained the current traffic problems on Holmes Road.  It was made clear that Holmes 

Road is already a very busy road, mainly because traffic coming from Kentish Town Road, 

especially in the morning and late afternoon.  Shahida Sanessie emphasised that construction 

vehicle movements are restricted so that the busy periods can be avoided.  

 

5.2 Andrew Bacon confirmed that in light of the restriction locally the project team had worked hard 

to present the options having worked through the scenarios with their traffic consultants and 

contractors to work alongside the Council and Working Group to mitigate problems and 

maximise hours during school holidays in order to complete the project in the shortest possible 

timescale with minimum possible impact on the streets. 

 

5.3 A suggestion to suspend parking spaces along Holmes Road was made by Judith Leeb. Council 

and Developer agreed to look into possible options to reduce traffic problems at Holmes Road. 

 

5.4 The Hallmark team explained that after excavation period the traffic will be less intense than the 

current traffic from the existing warehouse.  

 

5.5 Shahida Sanessie from Camden Council explained that there will be another meeting at the end 

of the week where all the residents’ concerns will be discussed.  

 

5.6 Residents explained that there will be another development taking place in Spring Place. Shahida 

Sanessie stated that further coordination between the Contractor Teams for both developments 

will need to be put in place. 

 

5.7 Residents raised concerns regarding damage that might be caused by construction vehicles and 

Shahida Sanessie confirmed that the measures of the construction management plan are 

intended to mitigate against damage being caused and problems would be communicated via 

the Council and the Working Group. 

 

5.8 Residents raised their concerns about the fact that Cathcart Street will need to be closed for a 

period of time to allow for Contraction Phase 5.  Simon Hikmet said that the street will need to 

be closed for 2 months. Residents disagreed with the time scales and it was agreed to look at 

options to reduce this and potentially coordinate it with school holidays. 

 

5.9 Andrew Bacon confirmed that the owners have sought to keep Cathcart Street as open as 

possible and will continue to look at ways to keep any closure period to a minimum but it will 

require further consideration closer to the time when the options will be clear and better known 

in accordance to the programme and period of the year. 

 



5.10 Main Contractor confirmed that they will be signing up for the Considerate Constructors Scheme. 

 

5.11 Shahida Sanessie stated that the Construction Management Plan will be a live document and this 

will be revised and updated during the Construction process based on schools and resident’s 

comments. He also reiterated that any possible modification to the working hours during school 

holidays will need to be agreed between the Construction Team and local businesses and 

residents. 

 

 

6 HEALTH AND SAFETY PRESENTATION                                                                                
 

6.1 Martin Lamont from BBS (Health and Safety Advisor) presented Health and Safety Plan for the 

scheme. 

 

6.2 Martin Lamont confirmed that communication between himself and the Health and Safety 

advisor appointed by the school has already been established. 

 

6.3 He stated that Noise, Vibration and Dust mitigation documents will be included in the 

Construction Management Plan.  

 

6.4 Tony O’Grady asked for their Health and Safety advisor to have also access to this documents. 

Andrew Bacon confirmed that BBS would make available documents which were necessary for 

the respective advisors to work together directly. 

 

 

7 FUTURE MEETINGS FOR THE WORKING GROUP      

 

7.1 It was agreed that the next meeting for the Working Group will be held on the first week of 

February (date to be confirmed, suggested date 6th February?) at the Collège Français Bilingue 

de Londres ,87 Holmes Road, London NW5 3AX. 

 

                                       
 


